I was like, “oh, wow! These other externs actually know what they’re doing!” And there’s some students that have . . . grown up in this world . . . . I didn’t have that. So, I think it’s just crazy, comparing things that I’m seeing for the first time versus the person next to me, they’re like, “yeah, this has been my life; I already knew I was going to do this.” So, I think that’s when imposter syndrome kind of hits.

I had never been in a courtroom before, so I really didn’t understand what anything was like. [I could have used] even just a basic rundown of “here’s how the courts work and what this looks like.” I don’t know if they assumed that maybe our first year of law school would teach us that. I don’t really remember learning that, though. So, yeah, I think it would have been good to know, because I felt like I was playing catch-up.

The preceding reflections about first work experiences were shared by two recent law school graduates. These graduates have little in common with one another—they went to different law schools in different parts of the country, come from different ethnic backgrounds, and worked in different practice areas. What they have in common is this: they were both the first person in their immediate families to graduate from college, let alone law school. And they both struggled in their first externships.

With summer approaching, this article seeks to shed light on the specific challenges that first-generation law students encounter during summer externships and clerkships. It advocates for a more inclusive and supportive atmosphere within the legal profession. By providing guidance for their supervisors, it aims to support the creation of environments that allow first-gen students to thrive during their early legal careers.
Who Is “First-Gen”?

The generally accepted definition of a first-generation (“first-gen”) college student is one whose parents did not graduate with a four-year college degree. This is in contrast to “continuing-gen” students who have at least one college graduate parent. And there are also “first-gen professionals” whose parents never worked in an office environment. This article will focus on first-gen college students who have enrolled in law school, many of whom are also first-gen professionals.

According to the Law School Survey of Student Engagement (LSSSE), 26% of law students nationally identify as first-gen. The following statistics describe aspects of the first-gen identity.

To begin, first-gen students tend to be older than their continuing-gen counterparts: 54% of first-gen students are over twenty-five during law school, as compared to 44% of continuing-gen students.

Second, first-gen students may also be immigrants or come from immigrant families. Approximately 10% of first-gen students in college are first-generation immigrants, and nearly 25% are the children of immigrants.

Third, “[s]tudents of color from every racial group are more likely than white students to be first-gen.” For example, 53% of Latinx law students and 36% of Black law students are first-gen.

Fourth, 44% of first-gen law students “spend time caring for dependents, compared to 33%” of continuing-gen students.

Fifth, first-gen students tend to take out student loans at a greater rate than continuing-gen students, with 24% of continuing-gen students expecting to graduate with no law school debt compared to half as many first-gen students. They are also more likely to be from low-income backgrounds and need to work for pay during school. In fact, not only are first-gen students more likely to be employed during law school, they also generally work more hours than continuing-gen students.

Sixth, because of care responsibilities and the need to work, many first-gen students pursued their college degrees part-time, and 10% more of the first-gen students in law school are enrolled part-time as compared to their continuing-gen peers.

Seventh, work needs and family obligations may lead to first-gen law students earning somewhat lower grades and taking on fewer co- and extra-curricular activities like law review, moot court, and student organization membership while in law school. That said, first-gen 1Ls study for one more hour every week than continuing-gen students, “and a full three more hours per week by the time they are 3Ls.”

Finally, a National Association for Law Placement (NALP) study determined that only 73% of first-gen law students from the class of 2020 obtained post-grad legal jobs, compared to 84% of continuing-gen students.

In addition to the picture these statistics paint of first-gen students, studies have shown they have other characteristics in common as well. First-gen students often lack networks, social and cultural capital, and family support. And first-gen students and professionals are often unaware of the unwritten rules of the office.

On the other hand, first-gen students should not be viewed through a lens that only sees their deficits. Studies have shown that first-gen students can be more proactive, resourceful, self-reliant, goal directed, and realistic than their continuing-gen peers. They also exhibit grit and strategic thinking, are flexible, persistent, insightful, compassionate, grateful, and optimistic. Each of these is a useful trait for an extern, law clerk, or junior attorney to possess.

What Supervisors Can Do for First-Gen Externs and Clerks

There are a handful of things legal supervisors can do to support first-gen law students.

Recruit First-Gen Students. The first thing that law firms and legal organizations can do to support first-gen students is recruit them to begin with. Employers can reach out to first-gen law school groups or at least identify “first-gen” as one of the groups they are seeking to attract with their recruiting materials. As explained above, first-gen students have many desirable qualities such as resourcefulness, self-reliance, compassion, and proactivity.

But supervisors must do more than just recruit and hire first-gen students and then leave them to their own devices: they must familiarize themselves with some of the characteristics of first-gen students and professionals and prepare to support them throughout the job experience. The following are some of those methods of support.

Offer More Orientation and Training. All organizations should offer some orientation and training when their extern or clerk begins. But first-gen students may need more than a quick introduction to where the copy machine is located and what the Westlaw password is. First-gen students may also be first-gen professionals with little experience in an office environment. Thus, supervisors should be attentive; if the student seems confused or overwhelmed during the office tour or other orientation, take it slow, and be sure to let them try on the professional identity of “lawyer.” As one observer put it, “[t]here is no way for students to study up on these rules [of the profession], no matter how diligent or well-prepared they are, because they are acquired only through experience.”

Why Externships and Clerkships are the Perfect Training Ground for First-Gen Students

Externships and clerkships are so important to those with less familiarity with the professional and legal world because they offer “an excellent platform from which to teach the skills law students need to be ‘practice-ready’—not only knowledge and substance, and skills and practice, but also understanding of professional identity, purpose, and legal ethics.” The hope is to facilitate acclimation into and participation in the real world of legal practice so that the student gains a solid comfort level in functioning effectively as an entry-level attorney. Externships and other early legal job experiences are particularly important for first-gen students “who lack[] the benefit of professional parents and/or immediate family members, ‘prep’ programs, or other exposure that may have helped them successfully access and navigate the workplace.” This makes them the perfect forum for first-gen law students to try on the professional identity of “lawyer.” As one observer put it, “[t]here is no way for students to study up on these rules [of the profession], no matter how diligent or well-prepared they are, because they are acquired only through experience.”
them know to whom they can go when they have questions. And consider creating written material such as an extern manual that new hires can read at their own pace.

**Provide Mentoring and Feedback.**

To support first-gen students, supervisors should do more than merely supervise work product. They should offer more in-depth mentoring. Mentoring can include things like coaching and advice, help with networking, as well as offering counseling, friendship, and role modeling. Mentors also “provide meaningful feedback, reinforce lessons learned from experience, and provide solace and encouragement when setbacks occur.”

A good mentor can also help a first-gen student “build self-confidence, a sense of self-worth, professional judgment, and intuition. Mentors offer acceptance and validation, worth, professional judgment, and intuition. Student “build self-confidence, a sense of self-worth, professional judgment, and intuition. A good mentor can also help a first-gen student “build self-confidence, a sense of self-worth, professional judgment, and intuition. Mentors offer acceptance and validation, worth, professional judgment, and intuition. A good mentor can also help a first-gen student “build self-confidence, a sense of self-worth, professional judgment, and intuition. Mentors offer acceptance and validation, worth, professional judgment, and intuition. A good mentor can also help a first-gen student “build self-confidence, a sense of self-worth, professional judgment, and intuition. Mentors offer acceptance and validation, worth, professional judgment, and intuition. A good mentor can also help a first-gen student “build self-confidence, a sense of self-worth, professional judgment, and intuition. Mentors offer acceptance and validation, worth, professional judgment, and intuition. A good mentor can also help a first-gen student “build self-confidence, a sense of self-worth, professional judgment, and intuition. Mentors offer acceptance and validation, worth, professional judgment, and intuition.

**Temper Expectations and Be Kind.**

Ultimately, the most important advice for supervisors is to go easy on their externs and clerks, especially those who are first-gen. As one first-gen young lawyer put it, “I think it’s cliché, but [my first employer] could have just remembered what it was like for themselves. You know, the first time they started working somewhere.” She continued that, “if somebody does mess up, it’s not that . . . they’re lazy. It’s not that they’re not trying. Maybe they’re confused or overwhelmed, or they’re just learning.”
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